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Bus Stub Traces 
Oswaldin Mexico 

Dallas, Aug. 31. (AP)—A nhew piece of evidence on o 

Lee Harvey Oswald's trip. to Mexico seven weeks before 

the assassination of Preside 

up—a Mexican bus tickel stub which Marina Oswald, the 
alleged assassin’s widow, found last week while going 

nt Kennedy-has: been turned 

& through his belongings. 
‘Sources clase to Mrs. Oswald 

say the stub was from a_one-! 
way ticket from Mexico City to 
Laredo, Tex. The stub Indicated 

-{the ticket was_sold_jn_Mexico 
City Oct. 1 or 2. 

The stub was turned over to 
the FBI immediately, the source 
said, to be passed on to- the 
Warren commission which is in-|. 
vestigating the assassination. 

- Investigative agencies have 
‘spent many 
viewed hundreds _ of, ‘witrie: 
since the Nov. 22 assassination 

{fevlog to ‘trace. Oswald's’ + stepd 

hours and -inter- | 

‘Ton the Mexico trip. , 
It is known, for instance, 

that-he was seen in a Dal 

‘an unsuccessful attempt to get . 

AN INTRIGUING DEVELOPMENT on. 
* coming one month before the issuance. 
‘Of the Warren Report, this:-has all. 
‘the earmarks. of a purposefully plan-— 
>ted leak. The great pool of invest ° 
-Agative talent failed to find what 
Marina did (while sending: Lee's — 

+ 

-:Clothes: to the’ cleaners?) 9 months... 
* ‘later. 

‘of his belongings? | More interesting, 
Also, she now has possession 

_ however, is Oswald's presence in 
“Dallas, en‘route to Mexico, 

= 

This 
-:rPaises a host of questions which —- 

s...Would presumably be answered in the ; 
bus ‘station at 6 p.m. Sept. 3° 
and that he crossed the border - 

“Impending Report ( why did he pass = 

at Nuevo Laredo next day. He » UP the ride with Ruth Faine? what 

"}returned to Dallas Oct. 4. 2... 
While in Mexico City he — 

visited the Cuban consulate in —: ‘tions for the Mexican trip?). 

~took him so far out of his way? was... 
he to pick up money and/or instruce 

any rate, the Report preferred to 
.Lgnore all of this, telling us he © : 
r 

petutation of 

‘proceeded directly to Mexico’ a pee 

ew Orleans, ’ There is not even a 
bin being" Seen in: a 

-Dallas ‘bus station", 


